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Alan Fox Consulting—Introduction 

I can revise your Section 8 utility allowance schedules using the latest research available to 
HUD. Highlights of my approach: 

Ø I create ready-to-use forms HUD-52667 for various structure types, types of energy used,
number of bedrooms and, optionally, age of structure. HUD has accepted every
allowance I have computed.

Ø The consumption estimates are based on 4 recent waves of the Department of Energy’s
Residential Energy Consumption Survey (RECS; waves of 1997, 2001, 2005, and 2009.)

Consumption is now mostly based on the latest HUD-recommended approach (2015)
rather than the much older (mid-1970s) recommendations still available from the Office
of Public and Indian Housing, or a 2013 approach that was partially updated two years
later. HUD does not prescribe which approach to use; all are acceptable.

Ø I calculate utility costs based on current local utility rates, including price bands,
purchase and distribution charges, fixed charges, and taxes.

Ø All utility rates that need to be checked annually are included in one sheet for easy
updating in future years. This can be done by the client or, optionally, by me, at a far
lower price than the initial year’s work. No programming experience is needed to make
future changes in utility rates!

Ø I include everything in one Excel workbook, consisting of the following sheets:

• Consumption: Survey-based regression estimates for all fuels and usages
(heating, air conditioning, cooking, water heating, other electric, water and
sewer), adjusted by the number of bedrooms, building type, heating and cooling
degree days (HDD/CDD), and cold water supply temperature. Optionally,
adjusted for age of structure.

• Rates: rate structure for each local utility, including commodity charge,
distribution charge, fixed charge, and taxes. It explicitly uses utility rate bands,
where different levels of consumption are charged at different rates. I include
detailed guidance about where to obtain future rates.

• Heating Costs: amounts of each fuel used and annual average monthly cost,
according to the number of heating degree days (HDD) per month. Repeated by
bedrooms and building type and optionally, by age of structure.

• Air Conditioning Costs: like heating costs, using cooling degree days (CDD.)
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• Cooking and Hot Water.
• Other Electric, which includes lighting, refrigeration, etc.
• Water, sewer, and trash. For many clients these costs must be calculated for

several cities within the PHA’s service area.
• HUD-52667: Complete, camera-ready HUD Form-52667, bringing together

heating and air conditioning costs, lighting, water heating, cooking, water, sewer,
trash, and range and refrigerator rental.  There is one sheet for each structure type.

Ø I can also analyze other utility data for your area, such as:
• American Housing Survey (if a local sample is available)
• 2000-2010 Census and more recent American Community Surveys
• Residential Energy Consumption Survey

Ø Utility allowances computed so far:
• AZ:  Tempe
• CA:  Yuba, Santa Clara, San Joaquin, and Nevada Counties, and Berkeley
• CO:  Denver
• CT:  Stamford
• DC:  Washington DC-MD-VA metropolitan area
• DE:  All nonmetropolitan areas in Delaware
• FL:  Volusia and Orange Counties, Tampa, and Miami-Dade
• IL:  Chicago and Springfield
• IN:  Bloomington
• KS:  Cowley County (10-county area)
• LA:  New Orleans and other cities and towns throughout Southern Louisiana
• MD:  Baltimore metropolitan area
• MI:  Detroit Metropolitan Area
• MO:  St Louis
• NJ:  Newark
• NY:  New York City
• OH:  Jefferson County/Steubenville; Columbus
• PA:  Allentown
• TN:  Memphis
• TX:  Corpus Christi
• VA:  Accomack-Northampton, James City-County, Virginia Beach,
• WA:  Seattle and Island County
• US:  Allowances for 32 areas throughout US, for HUD
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Personal Background 
 
 
Ø 15 years as Economist in HUD’s Office of Policy Development and Research, Economic 

and Market Analysis Division. 
 

Ø Researcher and contributor to the HUSM model currently in use by HUD. 
 

Ø One of lead analysts overseeing development, modification and dissemination of Fair 
Market Rents. 
 

Ø Managed contract for Random Digit Dialing (RDD) surveys to determine FMRs and 
Annual Adjustment Factors. 
 

Ø Analyzed local utility allowances for hundreds of RDD surveys. 
 

Ø Developed simplified survey methodology for use by PHAs to comment on FMRs; wrote 
survey guides that include guidance on how to avoid most common survey pitfalls. 
 

Ø Extensive data management and analysis experience: Microsoft Excel, Access, SPSS, 
Census/ACS, American Housing Survey, and Residential Energy Consumption Survey. 
 

Ø GIS experience, using several GIS packages including ArcGIS. 
 

Ø Contacts with PHA management and staff, HUD’s nationwide network of housing market 
economists, and top HUD staff. 
 

Ø Before HUD, 17 years as economist in the Social Security Administration, Office of 
Research & Statistics, Washington, DC. 
 

Ø Education: Graduate work (MA+) at University of California, Berkeley; undergraduate at 
Pomona College. Major: economics. Many publications 
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Detailed Description of Computations 

Introduction 

This section describes HUD’s “HUSM” utility allowance estimation model, version 13 
(November 2015), as modified by Alan Fox Consulting.1 The revised utility allowances are 
contained in one Excel workbook, consisting of the following sheets. They are discussed in 
approximate computational order. 

Sheet 1: Location and Climate 

This sheet contains the PHA’s location and climate. Climate data are 30-year average 
heating and cooling degree days (HDD/CDD) obtained from NOAA’s National Weather 
Service. In most cases this is the nearest airport, but in large areas it might be the average of 
several airports or a downtown weather reporting station. 

1 HUD published a model named  “Utility_Model-Ver13i_813” in August 2013, and subsequently updated this model in 
November 2015, using newer data but with exactly the same file name, and somewhat inconsistent documentation. HUD does not 
require the use of any particular version of its utility simulation model (email from Michael J. Early, HUD, Office of Policy 
Development & Research, Affordable Housing Research and Technology Division, 1/6/2016) and because of certain 
inconsistencies with the November 2015 model I use a combination of the two, as described in this document. 
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Sheet 3a: Consumption.MiscFactors 2 

These adjustment factors are used throughout the modified HUSM model. Each factor 
is named, in blue type, for use elsewhere in the model.  

Structure-Type Factors [Factor.Structure.xx] 

The following approximate factors are used for various structure types, with Single 
Family Detached as the base: 

Factor Description Suffix  (“xx”) 

1.00 Single family detached SF 
0.85 Duplex, Attached, Townhouse DP 
0.90 Apartment With 2-4 Units 3 AP2 
0.70 Apartments with 5 or more units; High Rise 4 AP5 

2 Sheet 2 is optional, containing background information such as location of Section 8 units, structure types, and fuels used. 
3 Garden Apartments may be classified this way. 
4 This should be used as a substitute for what are often called “high rises.” The number of floors or presence of an elevator 
appears to have very little effect on RECS consumption estimates. 
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0.85 Mobile homes 5 MH 

Structure-Age Factors [Factor.Age.xx] 

These factors are based on the Residential Energy Conservation Survey, and are 
approximate and subject to change based on research currently being done by other 
contractors.  

Factor Description Suffix 

1.00 All ages Total 
1.07 Over 20 years old Age21 
0.89 11-20 years old Age11_20 
0.83 10 years or less; Energy Star 6  Age10_EnergyStar 
0.75 10 years or less; LEED  7 Age10_LEED 

Water Temperature for Water Heating [Factor.WaterTemp] 

The energy needed to heat water depends on the temperature of the cold water coming 
in. This adjusts water heating consumption based on an equation that predicts average water-
inlet temperature—the colder the climate the greater the consumption for water heating. It is 
based on an engineering model used in HUSM. 

Heat Pump [Factor.HeatPump] 

This represents the efficiency of a heat pump with respect to electric resistance heating. 
It is always less than 1, indicating that heat pumps cost much less to operate than electric 
resistance heating.  It is based on an engineering model used in HUSM, which indicates greater 
efficiency improvements in warmer climates and for comparatively efficient heat pump 
systems.  

Propane/LPG [Factor.LPG] 

This converts therms of natural gas to gallons of propane or LPG—a therm of gas 
produces about 9% more heat than a gallon of propane.  

Conversions: BTUs Per Year to Fuel-Specific Units  [Factor.BTU.FuelType] 

All consumption in the RECS surveys is displayed in thousands of BTUs per year. 
These factors convert BTUs to the unit of measurement used to price each specific fuel, per 

5 In the PIH-based model formerly used, the factor for mobile homes was 1.00, the same as single family detached. Further 
research indicates that mobile homes typically use somewhat less energy because of their much smaller average size.  
6 Research on factors for Energy Star rated structures is ongoing; past results have been inconsistent. For now I have called the 
17% improvement over “all ages” an approximation to Energy Star specifications. 
7 New construction LEED certified, not retrofit. This factor is new in the 2015 version; its origin is unspecified. 
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month (kilowatt-hours of electricity, therms of gas, or gallons of oil or propane, respectively.) 

Sheet 3b: Consumption.HUSMFox.Equations 

This sheet estimates the consumption of various fuels by function, structure type, and 
number of bedrooms. It is based on detailed analysis of the most recent 4 waves of the 
Department of Energy’s Residential Energy Consumption Survey (RECS) along with some 
engineering-based adjustments. 

It mostly uses equations from the November 2015 version of the HUD Utility Simulation 
Model (HUSM13/2015), with certain modifications explained below. These modifications are to 
avoid certain inconsistencies and paradoxical results found in the unmodified HUSM (I was part 
of the research team that helped develop HUSM.) 8 

In all cases the RECS estimates are converted from thousands of BTUs of energy (kBTU) 
to the units of sale—kilowatt-hours of electricity (kWh), therms of gas, and gallons of oil or 
propane/LPG. 

No adjustments need to be made to this worksheet except if these consumption estimates 
seem implausible.  

Uses Independent of Structure Type 

For both cooking and water heating, RECS analysis indicated no differences by structure 
type, and therefore the HUSM equations are based on all structure types and all years of RECS. 

Cooking—Consumption for cooking is derived from equations using the number of bedrooms as 
the predictor variable. This is true for both gas and electric cooking. Propane cooking is the same 
as gas cooking except it is multiplied by the propane-to-gas ratio (Factor.LPG, about 1.09).  

8 For a detailed analysis and recommendations, see Riley & Associates, 20121222.Report6.HUSMRebenchmarking.Report.doc. 
Joseph Riley and I collaborated on this research. The actual implementation by HUD (Utility_Model-Ver13_813.xls, available on 
http://www.huduser.org/portal/resources/utilallowance.html) differs somewhat from our recommendations. 
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Water Heating 

As with cooking, water heating is derived from equations using the number of bedrooms as the 
predictor variable. Unlike cooking, however, the energy used for water heating depends on the 
temperature of the cold water entering the water heater—in colder climates it takes more energy 
to heat water to the target 120o than in warmer climates. In this example, Factor.WaterTemp is 
about 1 because the climate is approximately average for the country.  

Uses That Vary By Structure Type 

Lighting, heating and air conditioning differ by structure type, with single family houses 
requiring the most energy to light, heat and cool, and apartments the least. Unfortunately, except 
for single family houses and, in most cases, apartments, RECS data can produce anomalous 
results.9 HUSM Version 13 recognizes some of these issues but several anomalies still remain. 
Therefore in some cases my calculations apply structure-type factors to single family equations 
rather than using equations derived directly from RECS. All deviations from HUSM are 
described clearly below. 

The screen shots shown below hide extraneous rows for clarity. 

Lighting and Other Electric [4a to 4e] 

These equations are all based on HUSM13/2015, and appear to be plausible across 
structure types and bedrooms.   

Note that in HUSM13 Lighting and Other Electric do vary by structure type (as opposed to the 
older PIH-based formula where there was no difference by structure type.) 

9 Most of these anomalies were noted in my memo to HUD in January 2014: email and 20140113.HUSMVer13.Comments. 
AlanFox.Rev20140317.xls. 
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Air Conditioning [5a to 5e] 

Because of various anomalies in the most recent HUD model (HUSM13/2015), detailed 
in the footnote, I have used results from the previous model (HUSM13/2013). 10 The research for 
HUSM13/2013 was based on 3 years of RECS data, and it was determined that only the Single 
Family and Apartment 5+ categories had enough sample cases to produce plausible estimates; 
consumption for other structure types was derived by applying structure-type factors to Single 
Family. 

Electric Heating [6a to 6e] 

The only RECS-based sample that was big enough for plausible estimation equations was 
Single Family [6a]. I have therefore applied structure-type factors to all others [6b through 6e]. 
My specific reasons are in the following footnote. 11 

10 Questionable results include the following: 

1. Single Family: negative air conditioning for 0 bedroom units (single room cottages without separate bedroom).

2. Duplex with 1 bedroom: higher than Single Family with 1 bedroom.

3. Apartment With 2-4 Units: structure type ratios (with respect to Single Family) ranging from 0.89 to 0.53 depending on
the number of bedrooms.

4. Apartment With 5+ Units: structure type ratios ranging from 1.04 to 0.51

5. Mobile Home: structure type ratios ranging rom 1.06 to 0.75.

11 Questionable results include the following: 

1. Duplex/Single Family Attached (DP): Using the 2015 formula, the effect of heating degree days was unusually low.
Instead of the 2015 equation I apply the structure type factor for Duplex (0.85) to Single Family.

2. Apartment With 2-4 Units (AP2): As with Duplex, using the 2015 formula, the effect of heating degree days was
unusually low. Instead of the 2015 equation I apply the structure type factor for Apartment With 2-4 Units (0.90) to
Single Family.

3. Apartment With 5+ Units (AP5): Using the 2015 formula the effect of heating degree days was unusually low. Instead
of the 2015 equation I apply the structure type factor for Apartments With 5+ Units (0.70) to Single Family.

4. Mobile Home (MH): the 2015 coefficient on bedrooms was extremely low, indicating virtually no effect of the number
of bedrooms on heating demand. Instead of the 2015 equation I apply the structure type factor for Mobile Home (0.85)
to Single Family.
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Heat Pump Heating [7a to 7e] 

For all structures I have applied the heat pump multiplier (Factor.HeatPump) to the 
respective electric resistance heating values. This is exactly the same as HUSM13. 

Natural Gas Heating [8a to 8e] 

This is the most common form of heating nationwide, and the HUD model yields 
plausible results for all but Apartments With 2-4 Units. 12 

LPG/Propane Heating [9a to 9e] 

A gallon of propane has about 9% lower heat content than a therm of natural gas. 
Therefore, for all structure types all versions of HUSM apply the propane factor (Factor.LPG) to 
each of the natural gas estimates.  

12 Using the 2015 formula the structure type factor is 1.11, implying that these dwellings consumed 11% more gas than Single 
Family houses with the same number of bedrooms. Instead of the 2015 equation I apply the structure type factor (0.85) to Single 
Family. 
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Oil Heating [10a to 10e] 

The 2015 HUD model estimates fuel oil consumption by adding 20% to gas heating 
consumption (1 therm of gas has the same heat content as 1.2 gallons of oil). This seems 
reasonable, as oil heating is very hard to estimate, especially because it is quite rare outside of 
the Northeast.  
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 3b.  HUD-HUSM Based Consumption ("HUSM-Fox")

Alan Fox Consulting
Based on HUSM Version 13, with Fox modifications Page 1 of 1

File Utility.Allowance.Master.20160923.xls
Sheet 3b.Consumption.HUSM13Fox  9/27/16  4:52 PM

0 1 2 3 4 5
[In Black: 2013 Version]

1

Electricity:
UECook.nBR   Cooking 26.6 48.1 69.6 91.1 112.6 134.1 2a (1088.85 + 880.45 x Bedrooms) x  Factor.BTU.ElecKwh HUSM13/2015

UEHwat.nBR    Hot Water 106.4 147.0 187.6 228.2 268.8 309.4 2b ((4430.6 + 1691.2 x Bedrooms) x Factor.WaterTemp) x  Factor.BTU.ElecKwh HUSM13/2015

Natural Gas:
UGCook.nBR   Cooking 1.8 3.3 4.7 6.2 7.7 9.2 2a (2177.7 +1760.9 x Bedrooms) x  Factor.BTU.GasTherm HUSM13/2015

UGHwat.nBR    Hot Water 5.2 9.4 13.6 17.8 21.9 26.1 2b ((7258 + 7204.7 x Bedrooms) x Factor.WaterTemp) x  Factor.BTU.GasTherm HUSM13/2015

LPG/Propane:
ULCook.nBR   Cooking 2.0 3.6 5.2 6.8 8.4 10.0 2a HUSM13/2015

ULHwat.nBR    Hot Water 5.7 10.3 14.9 19.4 24.0 28.6 2b HUSM13/2015

UOHwat.nBR Oil Hot Water 4.5 8.1 11.6 15.2 18.8 22.4 (7639.8 + 6117.12 x Bedrooms) x Factor.WaterTemp x  Factor.BTU.OilGallon HUSM13/2015

3

ULight.SFn Lighting/Other Electric 162.5 266.9 371.4 475.9 580.3 684.8 4a (6655 + 4278.0 x Bedrooms) x  Factor.BTU.ElecKwh HUSM13/2015

UAC.SFn Air Conditioning 35.3 84.5 133.8 183.0 232.3 281.5 5a Regression on means: (1448.6 + 2022.5 x Bedrooms) * CDD.Tot/1504 x  Factor.BTU.ElecKwh HUSM13/2013

Space Heating:
UEHeat.SFn   Electric Resistance 281.4 334.8 388.1 441.4 494.7 548.1 6a (2486.6 + 2.26 x HDD + 0.546 * HDD x Bedrooms) x  Factor.BTU.ElecKwh HUSM13/2015

UHHeat.SFn   Heat Pump 107.4 127.7 148.0 168.4 188.7 209.1 7a Electric resistance x Factor.HeatPump HUSM13/2015

UGHeat.SFn   Natural gas 26.8 31.4 35.9 40.5 45.0 49.6 8a (13753.3 + 4.607 x HDD + 1.364 x HDD x Bedrooms) x  Factor.BTU.GasTherm HUSM13/2015

ULHeat.SFn   LPG, Propane 29.4 34.3 39.3 44.3 49.3 54.3 9a Gas x LPG/Propane Factor (1.0949) HUSM13/2015

UOHeat.SFn    Oil 23.0 26.9 30.8 34.7 38.6 42.5 10a Gas x 1.20 HUSM13/2015

Bedrooms

1. Uses Independent of Structure Type

Natural gas x Factor.LPG

2.  Uses That Vary by Structure Type

SF: Single Family Detached

 Calculations: kBTU/year, converted to fuel-specific unit per month (kWh, Therms, Gallons). 
HUSM13 Model Used (November 2015 or August 2013) 
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 3b.  HUD-HUSM Based Consumption ("HUSM-Fox")

Alan Fox Consulting
Based on HUSM Version 13, with Fox modifications Page 1 of 1

File Utility.Allowance.Master.20160923.xls
Sheet 3b.Consumption.HUSM13Fox  9/27/16  4:53 PM

0 1 2 3 4 5
Bedrooms  Calculations: kBTU/year, converted to fuel-specific unit per month (kWh, Therms, Gallons). 

HUSM13 Model Used (November 2015 or August 2013) 

ULight.DPn Lighting/Other Electric 139.7 229.6 319.4 409.2 499.1 588.9 4b (5723.3 + 3679.1 x Bedrooms) x  Factor.BTU.ElecKwh HUSM13/2015

UAC.DPn Air Conditioning 30.0 71.8 113.7 155.6 197.4 239.3 5b Single Family Detached x Structure-type Factor for Duplex, 0.85 HUSM13/2013

Space Heating:
UEHeat.DPn   Electric Resistance 239.2 284.5 329.9 375.2 420.5 465.9 6b Single Family Detached x Structure-type Factor for Duplex, 0.85 HUSM13/2013

UHHeat.DPn   Heat Pump 91.3 108.5 125.8 143.1 160.4 177.7 7b Electric resistance x Factor.HeatPump HUSM13/2015

UGHeat.DPn   Natural gas 25.0 28.7 32.5 36.3 40.0 43.8 8b (14917.5 + 3.756 x HDD + 1.132 x HDD x Bedrooms) x  Factor.BTU.GasTherm HUSM13/2015

ULHeat.DPn   LPG, Propane 27.3 31.5 35.6 39.7 43.8 48.0 9b Gas x LPG/Propane Factor (1.0949) HUSM13/2015

UOHeat.DPn    Oil 21.4 24.6 27.9 31.1 34.3 37.6 10b Gas x 1.20 HUSM13/2015

HUSM13/2015

HUSM13/2015

HUSM13/2015

ULight.AP2n Lighting/Other Electric 134.9 221.6 308.3 395.0 481.7 568.3 4c (5523.7 + 3550.7 x Bedrooms) x Factor.BTU.ElecKwh HUSM13/2015

UAC.AP2n Air Conditioning 31.7 76.1 120.4 164.7 209.1 253.4 5c HUSM13/2015

Space Heating: HUSM13/2015

UEHeat.AP2n   Electric Resistance 253.3 301.3 349.3 397.3 445.3 493.3 6c HUSM13/2015

UHHeat.AP2n   Heat Pump 96.6 114.9 133.2 151.5 169.9 188.2 7c HUSM13/2015

UGHeat.AP2n   Natural gas 24.1 28.2 32.3 36.4 40.5 44.6 8c ---

ULHeat.AP2n   LPG, Propane 26.4 30.9 35.4 39.9 44.3 48.8 9c HUSM13/2015

UOHeat.AP2n    Oil 28.4 30.6 32.7 34.9 37.1 39.2 10c Gas x 1.20 HUSM13/2015

Single Family Detached x Structure-type Factor for AP2, 0.90

DP: Single Family Attached (Duplex, Attached, Townhouse)

AP2: Apartment With 2-4 Units
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 3b.  HUD-HUSM Based Consumption ("HUSM-Fox")

Alan Fox Consulting
Based on HUSM Version 13, with Fox modifications Page 1 of 1

File Utility.Allowance.Master.20160923.xls
Sheet 3b.Consumption.HUSM13Fox  9/27/16  4:53 PM

0 1 2 3 4 5
Bedrooms  Calculations: kBTU/year, converted to fuel-specific unit per month (kWh, Therms, Gallons). 

HUSM13 Model Used (November 2015 or August 2013) 

HUSM13/2015

HUSM13/2015

ULight.AP5n Lighting/Other Electric 110.5 181.5 252.5 323.6 394.6 465.6 4d (4525.4 + 2909.0 x Bedrooms) x  Factor.BTU.ElecKwh HUSM13/2015

UAC.AP5n Air Conditioning 24.4 58.4 92.4 126.4 160.5 194.5 5d Regression on means: (964 + 1346 x Bedrooms) x CDD/1449 x Factor.BTU.ElecKwh HUSM13/2013

Space Heating: HUSM13/2015

UEHeat.AP5n    Electric Resistance 197.0 234.3 271.7 309.0 346.3 383.6 6d Single Family Detached x Structure-type Factor for AP5, 0.70 HUSM13/2015

UHHeat.AP5n    Heat Pump 75.2 89.4 103.6 117.9 132.1 146.3 7d Electric resistance x Factor.HeatPump HUSM13/2015

UGHeat.AP5n    Natural gas 18.8 22.0 25.1 28.3 31.5 34.7 8d (9627.3 + 3.2249 x HDD + .9548 x HDD x Bedrooms) x Factor.BTU.GasTherms HUSM13/2015

ULHeat.AP5n    LPG, Propane 20.6 24.0 27.5 31.0 34.5 38.0 9d Gas x LPG/Propane Factor (1.0949) HUSM13/2015

UOHeat.AP5n    Oil 16.1 18.8 21.5 24.3 27.0 29.7 10d Gas x 1.20 HUSM13/2015

HUSM13/2015

HUSM13/2015

HUSM13/2015

ULight.MHn Lighting/Other Electric 162.5 266.9 371.4 475.9 580.3 684.8 4e Same as Single Family HUSM13/2015

UAC.MHn Air Conditioning 30.0 71.8 113.7 155.6 197.4 239.3 5e Regression on means: Single Family Detached x Structure-type Factor for MH, 0.85. HUSM13/2015

Space Heating: HUSM13/2015

UEHeat.MHn    Electric Resistance 239.2 284.5 329.9 375.2 420.5 465.9 6e Single Family Detached x Structure-type Factor for MH, 0.85 HUSM13/2015

UHHeat.MHn    Heat Pump 91.3 108.5 125.8 143.1 160.4 177.7 7e HUSM13/2015

UGHeat.MHn    Natural gas 22.8 26.7 30.5 34.4 38.3 42.1 8e (11690.3 + 3.9160 x HDD + 1.15940 x HDD x Bedrooms) x Factor.BTU.GasTherm HUSM13/2015

ULHeat.MHn    LPG, Propane 25.0 29.2 33.4 37.7 41.9 46.1 9e Gas x LPG/Propane Factor (1.0949) HUSM13/2015

UOHeat.MHn    Oil 19.5 22.9 26.2 29.5 32.8 36.1 10e (14028 + 4.6991 x HDD + 1.3913 x HDD x Bedrooms) x Factor.BTU.OilGallon HUSM13/2015

MH: Mobile Home, Manufactured Home

AP5: Apartment 5+ Units
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Sheet 3c: Consumption.HUSMFox.Baseline 13 
  

Many gas and electric companies charge differently between rate bands—the price per 
unit of gas or electricity depends on how much is used.14 The issue is which rate band to use for 
the item with the greatest consumption—heating and air conditioning. My assumption is very 
simple: a home that uses gas for space heating also uses gas for cooking and water heating.  
 
 This sheet therefore computes the base amounts of electricity and gas used for purposes 
other than heating and air conditioning. These base amounts are used in the heating and air 
conditioning calculations, shown later in this document. Base amounts are: 
 
Mixed Fuel (base consumption of electricity and gas): 
 
 BaseE.GE.UnitTypeBedrooms: Electricity used for lighting and other uses. Repeated for 
each structure type and number of bedrooms. In this example, a 3 bedroom single family house 
uses 475.9 kilowatt-hours of electricity (cell F9, named BaseE.GE.SF3). 
 
 BaseG.GE.UnitTypeBedrooms: Gas used for cooking and water heating. In this 
example, a 3 bedroom single family house uses 24.0 therms of gas (cell F10, named 
BaseG.GE.3BR.) 
 
All Electric (base electric consumption for lighting, cooking, and water heating): 
 
 BaseE.EE.UnitTypeBedrooms: electricity used for lighting, cooking, and water heating. 
In this case a 3 bedroom single family house uses 795.1 kilowatt-hours of electricity (cell F14, 
named BaseE.EE.SF3.) 
 

 

                                            
13 For utility companies that do not charge by rate band, this section is superfluous. 
14 For example, the price of gas might be $0.90 per therm for usage up to 20 therms, and $1.10 per therm for all usage above 20 
therms. 
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Sheet 4: Rates 
 

This sheet contains all the utility rates and bands that must be checked annually, and includes 
guidance about how to obtain updated rates in future years. Highlights are: 
 

1. Type of price structure—sometimes all-electric homes have different electric rates than 
homes that heat with gas. 
 

2. Summary of rates—total fixed and variable rates including taxes and franchise fees, by 
rate band. These cells are named and highlighted in yellow (e.g., GFixed , GRate1, 
andGRate2) and used in computations. These summary cells must never be altered. 
 

3. Detailed rates—Individual rate components, as stated in the company’s tariff; these gray-
colored cells must be checked annually. These are entered precisely as stated in the tariff, 
to make updating easy (for example, if stated in cents they should be entered in cents, not 
dollars.) 
 

4. Purchase price per therm or kilowatt-hour. This generally a variable charge that must be 
estimated for the following heating season. For most utility companies one must rely on 
recent prices and conversations with people in the “Rates and Tariffs” office, or a press 
representative. In general the previous year’s monthly rates are a good predictor of the 
current year and should be used instead of trying to estimate future rates. 
 

5. Rates by price band: in this example, gas and electric companies charge differently 
depending on the amount used in a month. Water and sewer companies don’t have rate 
bands in this case. 
 

6. Rates by season: in the case of electricity, summer rates may be different than the rest of 
the year.  
 

7. Water and sewer rates can sometimes include miscellaneous charges, such as a mosquito 
control fee in the example provided. Sometimes these charges are fixed, other times they 
depend on water consumed.  

 
This is repeated for all fuels used in the area. In this example, fuel oil is not even 

considered because it is used virtually nowhere in the area (this information can be obtained 
from the American Housing Survey—AHS, or the Census (American Community Survey.)   

 
It is also repeated for all water and sewer areas. In nonmetropolitan areas water and sewer 

costs often vary greatly from one area to another.  
 
The sheet shown below is hypothetical, not for a specific area. 
 
Note again—this is the only sheet that needs to be updated annually  
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Screen Shots of Rates Used In This Document: 
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Sheet 5a: Heat_AC_SingleFamily [heating and air conditioning] 
 

This sheet shows calculations of heating costs (for all applicable fuels) and air 
conditioning. The numerical example is gas heat for a 3 bedroom single family house.  
 

 
 
1. Monthly consumption for each utility: average monthly consumption times percentage of 
heating degree days in each month (from sheet 3b.Consumption.HUSM13Fox). 
 
In this example, the home consumes an average of 40.5 therms per month (cell B65; from cell 
F28 of sheet 3b). This is multiplied by 12 (485.5 therms; cell B66). 
 
The total of 485.5 therms is then allocated to individual months, using the percentage of Heating 
Degree Days in each month: 
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For example, January consumption is 485.5 x 0.210 = 102.0 (cell B68). 

2. Allocation of monthly usage among price bands. This incorporates the consumption of
other appliances within the home, in order to place heating or cooling consumption in the correct
price band. For example, for gas heating I first compute monthly consumption for gas cooking
and water heating; heating consumption is in addition to these base amounts and hence likely to
be mostly in an upper price band.

According to the baseline usage calculation shown below, a 3 bedroom single family house uses 
24.0 therms for cooking and water heating (cell F10 below): 

Therefore, since the upper rate band begins at 25.0 therms, gas heating consumption is allocated 
to Band 1 (1.0 therms, cell O68) and the remainder to Band 2 (101.0 therms, cell P68.)  

3. Monthly cost for each utility, using data from sheet 4a.Rates:

January cost is (1.0 x $0.42) + (101.0 x $0.50) = $50.92 (cell G68.) 

This is repeated for all 12 months, added up ($241.85, cell G66), and divided by 12 ($20.15 cell 
G65; named GHeat.SF3.) This amount is transcribed to form HUD-52667. 

These calculations are done for heating and air conditioning, and repeated for all bedroom sizes 
and structure types (sheets 5a to 5e.)   

Heating in Hot Climates 

The HUSM formula breaks down in hot climates, predicting positive consumption even when 
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there is no, or very low, demand for heating. For HDD.Total = 149 (Miami):  
 
UEHeat.SF3  
= (2486.6+2.26*HDD.TOT + 0.546 x HDD.TOT x Bedrooms) x Factor.BTU.ElecKwh  
= (2486.6 + 2.26 x 149 + 0.546 x 149 x 3) x 0.0244164 
= 74.89 kWh per month, even in this area with close to zero heating demand 
 
Even if HDD=0 (absolutely no heating demand), the formula predicts 60.71 kWh/month 
 
Accordingly, for really hot climates like Florida (Miami’s annual heating degree days is 149, 
compared to a national average of about 4,000) I use the formula originally developed by HUD’s 
Office of Public and Indian Housing in the 1970’s, with a 35% adjustment for heating efficiency 
improvements since then. The formula for Miami is: 
 
= 680  Base electric heat, kWh, for 2.5 bedroom houses at 4,000 HDD/year 
x 1.00  Structure factor for single family houses 
x 1.10  Bedroom factor for 3 bedroom 
x 0.65  35% improvement in efficiency 
x 149/4000 Local HDD compared to base 
= 18.11  kWh/year, which is very close to zero  
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Sheet 6: Lighting, Cooking, Hot Water, and Appliances 
 
 

 
 
 

Lighting/Other Electric 
 
This calculation is very simple: estimated consumption in kWh times the electric rate 

(first rate band if there are multiple rate bands), plus fixed monthly fee. For 3 bedroom single 
family: 
 

 
 

 
= 475.9 x $0.1123771 + 9.41 
= $62.88 (cell F9, named ELight.SF3 and copied to form HUD-52667 for Single Family) 
 
Fixed monthly fee because electricity is universally used, I include the monthly fixed fee in the 
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allowance for lighting and appliances. This is not true for various uses of gas (cooking, water 
heating, space heating), where the fixed monthly fee for gas is listed in a separate line of the 
HUD-52667. 
 

Cooking 
 
This is a very simple formula: consumption times the rate per kWh or therm (lowest tier if 
applicable.) Note that cooking consumption is not stated separately for different structure types. 
Examples: 
 
(a) Electric cooking:  
 
= UECook.3BR x ERate1 
= 91.1 x  0.1123771 
= $10.24 (named ECook.3BR and copied to all forms HUD-52667) 
 
(b) Gas cooking:  
 
= UGCook.3BR x GRate1 
= 6.2 x 0.420 
= $2.61 (named GCook.3BR and copied to all forms HUD-52667) 
 

Water Heating 
 
Like cooking, this is a very simple formula: consumption times the rate per kWh or therm 
(lowest tier if applicable); and like cooking this is not dependent on structure type. 
 
(a) Electric Water Heating: 
 
= UEHwat.3BR x ERate1 
= 228.2 x 0.1123771 
= $25.65 (named EHwat.3BR and copied to all forms HUD-52667) 
 
(b) Gas Water Heating: 
 
= UGHwat.3BR x GRate1 
= 17.8 x 0.420 
= $7.46 (named GHwat.3BR and copied to all forms HUD-52667) 
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Tenant Supplied Appliances 
 
HUD’s instructions specify that “Allowances for ranges and refrigerators must be based on the 
lesser of the cost of leasing or installment purchasing of suitable equipment.” 
 
Sears Roebuck specifies about a 40-month payback period on installment purchasing—a $550 
range or refrigerator would cost about $14 per month. In other areas where I have worked, rental 
companies quoted far higher leasing rates than for installment purchasing, about $55 a month for 
a range and $75 for a refrigerator. Furthermore, I suspect that many Section 8 tenants would not 
have the type of credit history required for an installment purchase. 
 
In other areas where I have studied this issue, it is clear that most Section 8 clients who must 
supply their own range or refrigerator do so by buying second-hand appliances. Assuming that a 
second-hand appliance costs about one-half of a new one (taking into consideration its shorter 
expected lifespan and greater likelihood of repairs), allowances of $7 per month seem 
reasonable, which is what I have used throughout.  
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Sheet 7: WaterSewerTrash 
 

Water and sewer consumption and charges are calculated in this sheet for all applicable cities. 
My calculations differ considerably from those in HUSM13:  

 
1. HUSM13 does not account for multiple water and sewer allowances for each PHA 

area. 
 
This is critical, because many PHAs have Section 8 families in multiple towns or cities, 
and water and sewer rates can vary considerably. Rural areas often have very high water 
and sewer rates. 
 

2. Number of water and sewer areas: normally 3-4 cities or towns account for a large 
majority of Section 8 units. In most such cases I calculate water and sewer allowances for 
those 3-4 cities, and use an average for the few units outside of those cities.  
 
Because rural water costs are often higher than those in the biggest cities, I normally do 
not weight the “Other” area by the number of rental units or population so that water 
costs in the smallest cities aren’t unduly influenced by the biggest city. 
 

3. My water and sewer estimates assume 80 or 60 gallons per day per person, multiplied by 
the number of people assumed for each unit size—80 gallons per day for Single Family 
houses that have outdoor uses of water, and 60 gallons per day for all others. The number 
of people is derived roughly from HUD’s Occupancy Standards. 15 
 

4. By contrast, HUSM13 figures 1,600 gallons of water for each bedroom, plus 2,000 
gallons of water for outdoor uses—for all structure types. The addition of outdoor water 
for Apartments is clearly a mistake. But even if that formula were corrected, the number 
of gallons per day per person (assuming the HUD Occupancy Standards) would decrease 
more than is plausible. 
 

5. Unlike HUSM13, my cost formulas allows for maximum volume or maximum cost 
(which is fairly common with sewer rates), sewer volume as a fraction of water volume, 
and percentage taxes and fees. All of these could be overcome in HUSM13 by adjusting 
the cost parameters, but it would be convoluted.  
 

 
This table calculates consumption for each structure type (SF or all others), stated in both 

thousands of gallons (kGal) or hundreds of cubic feet (CCF) per month. One or the other is 
used depending on how the rates are stated in sheet Rates. In this example, CCF is used. 

                                            
15 Supplied by Joseph Riley, formerly Director, Economic and Market Analysis Division, Office of Policy Development & 
Research, HUD. 
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For a single family 3 bedroom house, consumption is:  
 
4.0 persons x 80 gallons per day x 30 days * 0.1337 cubic feet per gallon / 100 
= 12.83 hundreds of cubic feet per month (CCF; cell F33) 
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Water cost: 
 
= $2.78 x 5   WRate1, up to 5 CCF 
+ $3.09 x (12.83 – 5)  WRate2, over 5 CCF 
x (1 - .20)   Low income discount, on commodity charge only 
+ 34.01   Fixed charge  
= $64.50   Water cost, named Water1.SF3, copied to HUD-52667 for SF 
 
Sewer cost:  
 
= $4.03 x 12.83  SRate, all usage 
x  (1-.20)   Low income discount, on commodity charge only 
+ $19.562   All fixed charges 
= $60.94   Sewer cost, named Sewer1.SF3, copied to HUD-52667 for SF 
 
Non-Single Family Homes: the calculations are the same, except that they are based on 60 
gallons per day per person. Because they apply to all structure types other than SF, they are 
named like Water1.3BR and Sewer1.3BR and copied to all HUD-52667’s other than Single 
Family.   
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Sheet 8: HUD-52667.SingleFamily [Utility Allowance] 

 
This sheet assembles all calculations into the HUD form.  It includes: 

 
Heating (rows 9-12): The previously calculated figures for all fuels used in the area. 
Note that the fixed monthly charge for gas is not included here; it is listed on a separate 
line (row 29). These figures are transcribed from sheet 5a.Heat_AC_SingleFamily. 
 
Cooking (rows 13-15): Transcribed from Sheet 6.  
 
Other Electric/Lighting (row 16): Transcribed from Sheet 6. The fixed monthly electric 
charges is included here, because electricity is used by all units (unlike gas.) 
 
Air Conditioning (row 17):  According to HUD regulations, in places where most 
dwelling units have air conditioning, whether central or wiring for room units, air 
conditioning must be included in form HUD-526677. These are transcribed from sheet 
Heat_AC_SingleFamily. 
 
Water Heating (rows 18-20):  Transcribed from Sheet 6.  
 
Water and Sewer (rows 21-24): Transcribed from sheet 7.WaterSewerTrash. If 
appropriate I calculate and display water and sewer allowances for several cities within 
the PHA’s jurisdiction, as rates can differ radically. For cases where the tenant pays for 
water but not for sewer, the sewer portion is subtracted (rows 24-24). This occurs mostly 
in rural areas where septic tanks are common. 
 
Trash:  This is obtained from the local trash company. In many cases trash pickup is 
included in property taxes and not charged separately. Nevertheless, some tenants may 
have to pay private haulers. 
 
Range/Microwave: Transcribed from Sheet 6.  
 
Refrigerator:  This calculation is similar to that for range/microwave. 
 
Gas Monthly Charge: this must be entered if there is any use of gas. 
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This sheet is repeated for all structure types: 
 

• HUD-52667.SingleFamily  Single family detached 
• HUD-52667.Duplex   Duplexes, Triplex, Attached. 
• HUD-52667.Apartment2-4Units  Apartment with 2-4 units 
• HUD-52667.Apartment5+Units  Apartment with 5 or more units; high rise 
• HUD-52667.MobileHomes  Mobile Homes 

 
Optionally, these sheets could be repeated by structure ages (an extra-cost option; not 

included in my base fee.) 
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Additional Notes 
 

 
Heat Pump Heating—Advice to Tenants 

 
This form of electric heating is becoming increasingly common, particularly in mild climates. 
Heat pumps cost much less to run than electric resistance heating, and in some cases may even 
cost less than gas heating.  
 
A word of caution: although heat pumps theoretically cost a fraction of resistance heating in 
most areas, they must be used correctly. All heat pumps incorporate a resistance coil for quick 
warm-up, potentially counteracting the advantage of using the compressor for heating. Tenants 
must be cautioned not to change their thermostat settings by more than 2 or 3 degrees at a time, 
to avoid activating the resistance coil. Basically, a heat pump’s thermostat should be set at a 
constant temperature and left alone. 
 

Extra Large Units (Over 5 Bedrooms) 
 
One occasionally encounters dwelling units with over 5 bedrooms. The sample sizes aren’t 
sufficient for any plausible consumption estimates for such large units. Therefore, for extra-large 
units I recommend adding 12% to the dollar allowance for each bedroom over 5, multiplying the 
5 bedroom utility allowance by: 
 
1.12  6 bedrooms = 5BR x 1.12 
1.25  7 bedrooms = 5BR x 1.12 x 1.12 
1.40  8 bedrooms = 5BR x 1.12 x 1.12 x 1.12 

 
When To Update Utility Allowances 

 
HUD specifies that utility allowances must be updated when any utility changes by 10% or more, 
without specifying precisely what that means. I interpret it as meaning when either the total 
utility cost changes by 10% or more (“most common combination,” in sheet Comparisons), or 
when heating, air conditioning, or water/sewer costs change by 10% or more. A further 
complication is that because of utility price structures, the changes may well differ according to 
the number of bedrooms and structure type. 
 
I have asked HUD several times to clarify what their instructions mean, without any success. 
What I do not recommend is picking and choosing which allowances to update, depending on 
changes in rates or dollar amounts. This causes confusion when trying to compare current year 
estimates with numbers from any of several previous years.  
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Alternatives and Recent Changes 
 
Until recently my allowances were based loosely on HUD/Office of Public & Indian Housing 
recommendations that date to the mid-1970s.16 HUD has never challenged those results. 
However, recently several others and I revamped the system using much more recent survey 
data; this revamped system is now in use by HUD and is referred to as HUSM13. 
 
Differences from HUSM13 
 
 My approach differs from the current version of the HUD Utility Simulation Model 
(HUSM13, November 2015; “HUSM13.2015”) in the following ways: 
 

1. Multiple water, sewer and trash: my model permits multiple water, sewer and trash 
allowances, which HUSM13 does not. 
 

2. Water consumption: my model’s water consumption estimates are different. 
 

3. Heating and cooling consumption estimates: In selected cases, by applying structure-
type factors to Single Family houses rather than using equations for each of the other 
structure types, I believe my model’s parameters avoid some pitfalls in HUSM13. 
 

4. Flexible forms HUD-52667: I tailor each client’s utility allowance forms to include only 
fuels that are appropriate as well as multiple water, sewer and trash allowances. 
 

5. All forms HUD-52667: Unlike HUSM13, I include in the Excel model all appropriate 
forms (i.e., all appropriate structure types and ages.) HUSM13 requires the user to print 
these forms sequentially, which can be awkward. 
 

6. Simplicity: by assuming most common fuel mixes (for example, homes that heat with 
gas also use gas for cooking and water heating) my model is computationally simpler 
than HUSM13, though the latter does allow for all possible fuel combinations. 
 

7. Climate: By not mechanically choosing just one set of climate data, my model’s climate 
data are perhaps more realistic than those of HUSM13. 17 
 

8. Utility Rates: my Rates page is tailored to each utility company’s rate structure, making 
updates easier than with HUSM’s more generalized rates page. 

 

                                            
16 Instructions—such as they are—can be found by Googling “Instructions for Form HUD-52667.” 
17 On the other hand the climate data in the current model for each PHA are weighted by number of voucher units within a given 
weather station’s area when more than one station covers a PHA’s jurisdiction, so the difference is not likely to be big; the main 
point is that one should not mechanically choose one weather station’s data when there are several in the PHA’s area. 
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Chicago, IL     February 2001; updates since then 
Cheryl L. Burns 
Program Director, Housing Choice Voucher Program, Chicago Housing Authority 
312-786-4046     CBurns@theCHA.org 
First utility allowance using current methodology; largest program; repeat customer. 
 
Volusia County, FL    October 2001; update 2006 
Charles Humphrey, Community Assistance Department, Housing Choice Voucher Program 
123 W. Indiana Ave, Deland, FL 32720  CHumphrey@co.volusia.fl.us 
386-736-5954, Ext 2963     
Several water and sewer authorities 
  
Tampa, FL     October 2002; updates since then 
Margaret Jones 
Director of Section 8, Tampa Housing Authority  813-253-0551, Ext 200 
808 North Rome Avenue, Tampa, FL 33606  MargaretJ@thafl.com    
 
Orange County, FL    December 2005; updates since then    
Lois Henry, Section 8 Program Manager  Lois.Henry@oclf.net 
Department of Housing & Community Development 407-836-5151 
525 East South Street, Orlando, FL 32801 
 
Tempe, AZ     October 2001 
Terri Amabisca or Liz Chavez 
480-350-8950; Liz_Chavez@Tempe.gov 
Separate allowances for 2 electric suppliers 
 
State of Delaware    October 2002; update 2006 
Ed Strauss, Housing Management Program Administrator  
Delaware State Housing Authority, 28 the Green, Dover, DE 19901 
302-739-7419     Ed@dsha.state.de.us   
Many water/sewer authorities and several major utility companies 
 
Houston, TX     March 2001; additional work September 2002 
Eugene Rizor, Quadel Consulting Corporation, 1200 G Street, NW, Suite 700, Washington, DC 20005 
202-789-2500     grizor@quadel.com 
Subcontractor to Quadel. PHA allowances seriously deficient, but revisions were not accepted for policy reasons 
(used by Low Income Housing Tax Credit developers.) 
 
Virginia Beach, VA    August 2001; onsite training 2003 
Doreen Harris, Housing Programs Administrator, City of Virginia Beach 
2424 Courthouse Drive, Municipal Center, Building 18A, Virginia Beach, VA 23456 
757-426-5745     dharris@vbgov.com 
Allowances for 1st PHA that broke away from Virginia State agency; onsite training for updating allowances 
 
James City-County, VA    March 2002 
Shirley Johnston, Office of Housing and Community Development 
5248 Olde Towne Road, Suite 10, Williamsburg, VA  23188 
757-220-1272     sjohnsto@james-city.va.us 
Allowances for 2rd PHA that broke away from State agency  
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Accomack-Northampton Counties, VA  2003; updates since then 
Bobbie Jo Wert, Accomack-Northampton Regional Housing Authority 
23372 Front Street, Accomac, VA 23301 
757-787-2800     anpdcdcb@esva.net 
Allowances for 3rd PHA that broke away from state agency; rural area with several water & sewer authorities 
 
St. Louis, MO     October 2001; updates 2003 & 2010 
Robert Batts     314-286-4373 
Deputy Executive Director, St. Louis Housing Authority 
4100 Lindell Blvd, St. Louis, MO 63108  rbatts@slha.org 
 
Washington DC-MD-VA Metropolitan Area June 2003 and later 
Keith Fleury, Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments 
777 North Capitol Street, NE, Washington, DC 20002 
202-962-3346     kfleury@mwcog.org 
Created 9 separate utility allowances with about 20 separate water/sewer providers. Many updates since then for 
individual PHAs, including Montgomery County, MD, Arlington and Prince William Counties, VA, and Community 
Connections, DC 
 
Santa Clara County, CA    2006; revisions since then 
Louise Hoffmeister, Housing Programs Director DeeV @HASC.org 
Santa Clara County Housing Authority  
505 West Julian Street, San Jose, CA 95110-2300 408-993-2948 
 
San Joaquin County, CA    2009 
Melinda Hazard, Director of Rental Housing  209-460-5002 
448 S Center Street, Stockton, CA 95203  MHazard@HACSJ.com     
Many small city water and sewer allowances 
  
Yuba County, CA    June 2006 
Debra Phillips, Yuba County Housing Authority DPhillips@co.yuba.ca.us 
915 8th Street, Suite 130, Marysville, CA 95901 530-749-5460 
 
Nevada County, CA    2009 
Cynthia Bryan, Nevada County Housing Authority Cynthia.Bryan@co.nevada.ca.us 
950 Maidu Ave, Nevada City, CA 95959  530-265-7101 
 
Seattle and Island County, WA   2006 
Marie L. Lihn, Office of Policy Development & Research 
Department of Housing & Urban Development 
451 7th Street, SW, Washington, DC 20410 
202-708-0590, ext 5866    Marie_L._Lihn@HUD.gov 
Contract with the HUD office that establishes Fair Market Rents and conducts random digit dialing (RDD) surveys 
to check the validity of FMRs. In this case I created utility allowances for two geographic areas and compared them 
with each other and with the PHA-provided allowances. 
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Cowley County, KS    May 2007 
Jennifer Stone, Housing Coordinator 
Cowley County Housing Authority 
PO Box 1122, Arkansas City, KS 67005  sckaaapha@yahoo.com 
Rural area with 10 different water and sewer allowances 
 
Baltimore, MD     June 2007, update 2007 
James Evans, Managing Director 
Metropolitan Baltimore Quadel 
231 E Baltimore Street, Suite 400 
Baltimore, MD 21202    JEvans@MBQuadel.com 
Also, extensive SEMAP deconcentration and GIS work 
 
Denver, CO     December 2007; updates since then 
Letitia Arnopoulos, Program Manager, Section 8 
Denver Housing Authority    720-932-3037 
P O Box 40304, Denver, CO 80204   LArnop@DenverHousing.org 
 
Stamford, CT     July 2007 
Robert Cappelletti 
Charter Oak Communities  
(formerly Stamford Housing Authority)  RCappelletti@CharterOakCommunities.org 
Subcontract to Quadel Consulting Corporation of Washington, DC. 
 
Miami-Dade County, FL    March 2009; updates since then 
Rebecca Gligo, Nan McKay & Associates  
800.783.3100 ext.120     BGligo@NanMcKay.com   
Subcontract to Quadel Consulting and then Nan McKay 
 
United States     March 2009  
For Joseph Riley Consulting 540-432-1983   
Harrisonburg, VA    JosephRiley@comcast.net 
Analysis of utility allowances in 32 areas throughout US, comparing my approach with alternative approach 
suggested by HUD, Census, and American Housing Survey. Subcontractor, for HUD’s Office of Policy Development 
& Research. Results used to adjust heating/cooling efficiency factors and Other Electric base amounts in my model. 
 
United States     December 2012 & later 
For Joseph Riley Consulting   540-432-1983  
Harrisonburg, VA    JosephRiley@comcast.net 
Analysis of Residential Energy Consumption Survey (RECS) surveys from 1997, 2001 and 2005, and American 
Housing Survey. Developed comprehensive regression-based utility consumption estimates for all fuels and 
applications. Results submitted to HUD as final report from 2-year contract.  
 
Springfield, IL     2010; updates since then 
Debra Hereford, Section 8 Manager    
217-753-5757      debra.hereford@sha1.org 
 
Southern Louisiana    2010; updates since then 
Chawuna Jackson, Housing Finance Manager, Louisiana Housing Corporation 
1690 North Blvd, 1st Floor, Baton Rouge, LA 70802 
225-242-1444     cjackson@lhc.la.gov  
Allowances for New Orleans and throughout southern Louisiana (Baton Rouge & south), incorporating many 
different gas, electric, water, and sewer companies. For regional PHA initially run by Quadel Consulting 
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Detroit, MI     2010; updates since then 
Joy Flood, Director, Assisted Housing Department, Detroit Housing Authority 
313-877-8730     FloodJ@dhcmi.org 
Utility allowances for city of Detroit and selected cities throughout the Detroit metropolitan area. 
 
Allentown, PA     2011; updates since then 
Aida Núñez, HCV Program Director  610-439-8678 Ext. 225 
Allentown Housing Authority   ANunez@AllentownHousing.org 
 
Berkeley, CA     2012; updates since then 
Rachel Gonzalez-Levine or Tia Ingram  510-981-5470 
1901 Fairview, Berkeley, CA 947   RGonzales-Levine@ci.berkeley.ca.us 
 
Newark, NJ     2012; updates since then 
David B. Gleich, CVR Associates   813-223-3100 
Tampa, FL     DGleich@CVRAssociates.com 
Subcontractor to CVR Associates,  which runs the Section 8 program 
 
 

Memphis, TN      2012; updates since then 
Sandra Soucie, Quadel Consulting Corporation 202-513-6512 
Washington, DC     SSoucie@quadel.com 
Subcontractor to Quadel Consulting Corporation, which runs the Section 8 program 

 
Corpus Christi, TX    2015 
Nellie.Benavidez@hacc.org   361-889-3316 
Very unusual gas price structure  
 
 
Jefferson County (Steubenville), OH  2015 
Cathy Moro (CMoro@jeffersonmha.org  740-282-0994 
Subcontractor for Nan McKay & Associates 
 
Columbus, OH     2016 
Scott Scharlach, VP Housing Programs  614-421-6122 
Columbus Metro Housing Authority  SScharlach@cmhanet.com 
Very complicated electric price structure 
 
 
New York, NY      2016 
Cathy Pennington, Exec VP, NYCHA  212-306-3420 
New York, NY     Cathy.Pennington@NYCHA.nyc.gov 
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Sample Contract; Limitations and Legal Provisions 
 
Contact between ________________________ 

 
And 

Alan Fox Consulting 
For 

 
Consulting services to review and update current HUD Section 8 utility allowance schedules for all 

uses of electricity, natural gas, and other fuels used in _______________________, and all other 
basic utility costs, in accordance with a variant of the HUD Utility Simulation Model (HUSM) 

 
 

Parties to Agreement 
 
CONTRACTOR (Also known as “He”)  HOUSING AUTHORITY (Also known as “PHA”) 
 
Mr. Alan Fox 
Alan Fox Consulting 
747 S Harvey Ave 
Oak Park, IL  60304 
301-275-4674 cell 
Alan@AFoxConsulting.com 
 

Statement of Work 
 

1. Contractor will review and update the PHA’s current utility allowance schedules for all uses of 
electricity, natural gas, and any other fuel that is commonly used in its jurisdiction, in accordance 
with a modified version of the HUD Utility Simulation Model (HUSM), posted August 2013 and 
November 2015. 
 

2. Contractor will verify current and projected utility rates and charging structures with local 
suppliers, and will modify the spreadsheet formulas accordingly. 
 

3. Contractor will provide an updated utility allowance schedule, a machine-readable spreadsheet, a 
detailed statement of his methodology, and a list of subjects needing the PHA’s further review. 
 

4. Contractor will send all deliverables by e-mail or First Class mail. 
 

Total Cost and Billing Rate 
 
 In most cases the contractor’s total charge will be [$2,000 to $3,000.] The only exception will be 
where he must spend more than 40 billable hours, in which case he will charge $90 per hour for hours 
over 40. A charge over $3,000 is most likely where different utility suppliers with very different cost 
structures service different parts of the PHA’s jurisdiction.  
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Schedule of Job and Payments 
 
 Contractor estimates that the work will be completed within 20 working days of contract 
initiation, unless a different schedule is agreed to in advance. Payment will be made within 30 days. 

 
Limitations and Legal Provisions 

 
1. None of the computer programs or other materials the contractor provides to the PHA hereunder 

may be given, sold or otherwise provided to any other parties without the Contractor’s express 
written permission. This includes, without limitation, other public housing authorities operating in 
the contracting PHA’s FMR area. 
 
This Contract is for the benefit of the parties hereto and is not intended to benefit any third 
parties. 
 

2. The utility allowances Contractor provides are to be considered rough averages for the PHA’s 
area, and no greater precision can be inferred from them by the PHA or any other person or 
entity. They are not to be used for Public Housing utility allowances, as they are not property-
specific. Likewise, they are generally not suitable for use by Low Income Tax Credit developers, 
as they are not applicable to new construction (except if the recently-built structure age 
adjustments are used by the PHA as a substitute for LIHTC allowances.) 
 

3. PHA understands that the Contractor is an economist by training, not a heating and cooling 
(“HVAC”) engineer. Contractor will carry out the terms of this Contract to the best of his ability. 
HOWEVER, IN NO EVENT SHALL CONTRACTOR BE LIABLE IN CONNECTION WITH 
THIS CONTRACT FOR INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR 
FOR ANY DAMAGES IN EXCESS OF THE AMOUNTS PAID TO CONTRACTOR 
HEREUNDER.  
 

4. [If Purchase Order contract] The parties agree that the terms and conditions of these Contract 
Provisions stated above are added to and become part of PHA’s purchase order dated 
______________ (the “Purchase Order”). In the event of a conflict or inconsistency between the 
terms of the Purchase Order and these Contract Provisions, the terms of these Contract Provisions 
shall control. 
 

5. Business organization: Alan Fox Consulting is a sole proprietorship located in Oak Park, Illinois. 
It is insured for professional liability by Hiscox Insurance Corporation ($1 million.) 
 

Accepted and agreed: 
 

CLIENT: ___________________    ALAN FOX CONSULTING 
 
BY: F______________________    BY: F_______________________ 
Authorizing official      Alan Fox 
Title        Owner 
 
Date: ______________________    Date: ___________________ 


